Aortic root dynamics are asymmetric.
The presence of conformational changes in the aortic root during the cardiac cycle is well known, but precise information on time-related changes at each level of the root is lacking. High-resolution, 3D sonomicrometry (200 Hz) was applied in an acute sheep model. Twelve crystals were implanted in eight sheep at each base (n = 3), commissure (n = 3), sinotubular junction (n = 3) and ascending aorta (n = 3). Under stable hemodynamic conditions, geometric changes of the perimeter of each sinus of Valsalva, sinus height, and twist and root tilt angles were time-related to left ventricluar (LV) and aortic pressures. Expansion of the perimeter of the three sinuses of Valsalva was homogeneous, but in significantly different proportions (p < 0.001): the right sinus expanded (+32.4 +/- 2.4%) more than the left (+29.3 +/- 3.2%), and more than the non-coronary (NC) sinus (+25.8 +/- 1.7%). A similar pattern was found for aortic root height: right greater than left, and left greater than NC sinus (p < 0.001). This asymmetry resulted in changes of the root's twist and tilt angles. Although the twist deformation was consistent for each sheep, no general pattern was found. The aortic root tilt angle (between the basal plane and the commissural plane) was 16.3 +/- 1.5 degrees at end-diastole (angle oriented posteriorly and to the left). During systole, it was reduced by 6.6 +/- 0.5 degrees, aligning the LV outflow tract with the ascending aorta. This tilt angle returned to its original value after valve closure. Aortic root expansion is asymmetric, generating precise changes in its tilt angle. During systole, tilt angle reduction resulted in a straight cylinder that probably facilitates ejection; during diastole, the tilt angle increased, probably reducing leaflet stress. These findings should impact upon surgical procedures and the design of new prostheses.